NEW PRODUCTS

RETROFIT KIT FOR SG1
- enables machine rotation (for two auxiliary hydraulic circuits)

TIMBER GRAB ADAPTER FOR S2
- Opening width: 1030 mm
- Rotator: 1 ton

TIMBER GRAB WITH ROTATOR
- Opening width: 1030 mm
- Rotator: 1 ton

POWER EXTREME

THE IDEAL MACHINE FOR SPLITTING TIMBER AND DRILLING HOLES

AUGER ADAPTER
- Available with or without universal joint
- With hub for auger shaft connection hex SW 41
- With hub for auger shaft connection Stihl BT 360

AUGER WITH CARBIDE TEETH OR CUTTING BLADES
- Blades or cutting blades and pilot are replaceable
- Shaft connection: hex SW 41
- Effective length: 1000 mm
- Bore head: double edged and hardened
- Available in diameters: 100 mm - 200 mm - 300 mm
- Made-to-order also possible!

AUGER WITH CARBIDE TEETH OR CUTTING BLADES
- Carbide teeth or cutting blades and pilot are replaceable
- Shaft connection: hex SW 41
- Effective length: 1000 mm
- Bore head: double edged and hardened
- Available in diameters: 100 mm - 200 mm - 300 mm
- Made-to-order also possible!

MIXING DRUM
- For mixing cement and ready for direct pour
- Available in sizes: 130 L - 155 L - 165 L

EXCAVATOR BRACKETS
- Made-to-order according to drawing also possible!

STUMP GRINDER
- Blades and pilot are replaceable
- Available in diameters: 300 mm - 500 mm
- Also available with ridged blades (requires only half the power)

STUMP GRINDER
- Blades and pilot are replaceable
- Available in diameters: 300 mm - 500 mm
- Also available with ridged blades (requires only half the power)

SCREENING BASKET
- For washing gravel or for sieving topsoil
- Various sizes available
- Made-to-order according to drawing also possible!

SCREENING BASKET
- For washing gravel or for sieving topsoil
- Various sizes available
- Made-to-order according to drawing also possible!

STEEL BROOM
- With replaceable coated steel brushes
- Available in diameters: 450 mm with 32 steel brushes
- 700 mm with 64 steel brushes

STEEL BROOM
- With replaceable coated steel brushes
- Available in diameters: 450 mm with 32 steel brushes
- 700 mm with 64 steel brushes

MIXING DRUM
- For mixing cement and ready for direct pour
- Available in sizes: 130 L - 155 L - 165 L
BLACK SPLITTER SG1
1.5 - 6 Metric Tons
- Weight: 166-178kg
- Cone: chromium steel, double shear thread, 200 mm diameter, two parts, 24 mm thread pitch
- Hydraulic Motor: optional with max. torque 2338 - 2475 Nm
- Motor Shaft: 100 mm diameter
- Hydraulic Cylinder: 2 x 3500 kg compressive force
- Grab Arms: manufactured from Hardox steel, pins and bolts are surface hardened

BLACK SPLITTER SG3
3.5 - 8 Metric Tons
- Weight: 370 - 1140kg
- Cone: chromium steel, double shear thread, 200 mm diameter, two parts, 24 mm thread pitch
- Hydraulic Motor: optional with max. torque 2338 - 2475 - 4020 Nm
- Motor Shaft: manufactured from carbon tool steel, 100 mm diameter
- Hydraulic Cylinder: 4 x 3500 kg compressive force
- Grab Arms: manufactured from Hardox steel with attached steel teeth

BLACK SPLITTER S2
1 - 6 Metric Tons
- Weight: 119 - 128kg
- Cone: chromium steel, double shear thread, 200 mm diameter, two parts, 24 mm thread pitch
- Hydraulic Motor: optional with max. torque 2338 - 2475 Nm
- Motor Shaft: 100 mm diameter
- Hydraulic Cylinder: 2 x 3500 kg compressive force
- Grab Arms: manufactured from Hardox steel, pins and bolts are surface hardened

BLACK SPLITTER S2X
6 - 12 Metric Tons
- Weight: 152 - 161kg
- Cone: chromium steel, double shear thread, 245 mm diameter, two parts, 24 mm thread pitch
- Hydraulic Motor: optional with max. torque 2338 - 2475 - 4020 Nm
- Motor Shaft: 170 mm diameter
- Hydraulic Cylinder: 4 x 3500 kg compressive force

BLACK SPLITTER S2G
8 - 25 Metric Tons
- Weight: 400kg
- Cone: chromium steel, quadruple shear thread, 300 mm diameter, two parts, 45 mm thread pitch
- Hydraulic Motor: planetary gears
- Torque: 12000 Nm
- Motor Shaft: 170 mm diameter

BLACK SPLITTER SB
3 - 12 Metric Tons
- Weight: 950kg
- Cone: chromium steel, quadruple shear thread, 300 mm diameter, two parts, 45 mm thread pitch
- Hydraulic Motor: planetary gears
- Torque: 12000 Nm
- Motor Shaft: 170 mm diameter